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One Wet Dorm A Possibility

D

Rogers hall may not be wet dorm next semester.
/ndepelldant FIie P#IOfo

By Eddie Donohue
A proposal by Robert Maslo,
Director of Housing, has been sent
to Vice President Pat Ippolito asking
that there be only one dorm fo r
residents of legal drinking age this
fall , citing the fact that the number
of legal-aged residents, at that time,
will be enough to fit in o ne dorm.
According to Mas lo the number
of legal-aged students as of
September 6th w ill be"justarou nd
300" and went on to say that the
proposal, if passed, wou ld make it
easier to control the amount of
underaged drinking in the dorms.
Unlike th is year the one wet
dorm next year will be comprised
so lely of stu dents 21 and over. The
plan this year called fo r a "phasing
in" of legal-aged students into Burch
and Rodgers. Maslo also contends
that the one wet dorm wi II be
Burc h,w hich has the most students
who are legal Maslo stated that he
doesn 't w ant to "u proot that many
people.•
In an intf?fview prior to Housing's
tabulation of the population of legalaged students, Ippolito said he thinks
"two bui ldings is too many• for

C. W.A. Protests for- ~oung s
By Eddie Donohue
In a union protest last Thursday
C. W.A. President George Leonard
claimed that the administration has
converted three staff lounges into
offices without the un ion's notice
and has yet to give them back.
The lunch hou r protest took
Place in T-131 which is right next
to the President's Office, and a
petition protesting the situation was
signed by many staff members.
According to Leonard, staff

lounges have been converted in
Hutchinson for the Africana Studies
Department, the Administration
building for the Payroll Department,
and most recently, T-200 for the
Middle States Evaluation Office,
Leonard and Vice President Pat
Rooney
both stated that the
administration is working on
converting the staff's only lounge
on the fourth floor of Vaughn Eames.
Rooney stated that they had put up
partitions and it was no longer

allowed to be used for a lounge.
With regards to offices like
Africana Studies and the Middle
States Evaluation office, Leonard
asserted "We think space should
be found for these offices, but not
at our (C.W.A.'s) expense." Leonard
said the administration should find
space on the East Campus for these
offices.
The administration has provided
T-131 , a conference room for
(Continued on Page 3)

Student Cited for Her Diplomacy
By Susan F. Gordon
On Monday, March 13, 1989,
approximately thirty-five Kean
college students, faculty and
supporting staff were on hand to
honor Belinda Pridgen, a Kean
delegate award winner at this year's
Harvard Model United Nations
conference held in Boston, Ma.
Kean Co lle ge Presi de nt Natha n
Weiss presented Ms. Pridgen with
her Harvard award certificate for
outstanding country representation
on the Special Political Committee
for Angola. This year's delegation
of nineteen students represented

both Angola and China at the midFebruary conference as part of the
course requirements for PS 4410,
Seminar in International Politics.
The conference serves as a
centerpiece for global politics in
action as student delegates simulate
the role of diplomats in sessions
patterned after the New York based
world body.
Fu ndingfortheconferencewas
made possible through the ongoing
support of the Graduate Student
Council, the Political Science
Department and the School of
Business, Government and
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Technology.
Citing several members of Kean's
political science faculty, Drs.
Charles Kelly, Charles Boateng and
Lawrence Chang for the ir
instrumental help as faculty
advisors, Ms . Pridgen al so
acknowledged the va lu a b le
assistance of the Angola n and
Chinese Missi ons to the United
Nati ons. Disti nguished guests Mr.
Jeromino Almeida and Mr. Yuan
Shibing, Press Attache to the
Angolan Mission and Counsellor
to the Chinese Mission, respectively,
were presenttoshare in the awards
presentation.
Dr. Kelly, who implemented
the international seminar at the
College seventeen years ago, noted
Ms. Pridgen's merit award takes 1ts
place among a long registry of
honors in Kean delegation history.
"Achievi ng recognition for my
efforts in Boston was a great
accomplishment for me .. .l would
recommend the Harvard seminar
to all students interested in world
politics, added Ms. Pridgen."
For furthe r information, please
contact Susan F. Gordon or Dr.
Charles P. Kelly at the Institute for
Public Service office, J-103, 5273152/3153 .

such a set up. Ippolito went on to
say, "We want a building or
buildings that are clear of that sort
of activity.•
Ippolito, last Friday, asserted
that he will discuss this proposal
with Student Org's Executive Board,
the Residents' Association and other
groups.
Many students throughou t the
year have stated that the present
syste m of two wet do rms creates a
concentration of students in these
two bu ildings on Thu rsday nights,
a ll owing for more vandalsi m and
noise.
Mr. Maslo contends that
vandalism due to alcoholic
consumption is down in both the
wet dorms.
One stude nt security officer in
Burch, W ill Boggs, stated that the
wet dorm next year "is going to be
destroyed" and that the only way
in w hich the plan will work is if
"they make minors move out of

that dorm" which the plan calls
for.
Another security officer in Burch
thinks the plan wi ll work due to
what she thinks was an effective
crack down bv the po li ce earlier in
the year. The security officer, who
chose to remain anonymous, stated
that the majority of vandalism in
the wet dorms "i s created w hen
parties are out of beer." It is when
people are leaving these parties
that vandalism occurs, she bel ieves.
Both
security
o ffi cers
comme nded the work done by
certain R.A.'s in Burch.
Maslo mentioned that along with
the one wet dorm will be an
improved stude nt security system,
one that might call for the collection
of drivers' licenses on Thursday
nights. Maslo stressed the need for
a more cohesive security staff,
proposing for next year a staff that
would live and work in one
particular b uilding.

Anarchy in Quad
By Eddie Donohue
The heat and students "milling
around• are what Robert Maslo,
Director m Housing, .,_ ~
tothedialu,..,_on Wntn ■■ datr,
March 15th in which students were

seen throwing bottles, eggs and
other objects out the windows of
the dorms.
There were also accounts of a
lot of noise which generated
complaints from residents living
in houses near the Quad, according
to Maslo.
Sal Serevini, a witness, said that
one Campus Police car entered
the quad at the outset ci the incident
"I saw a Campus Police car. They
parked in front of Rodgers and
went in. They then drove away
after five or ten minutes.• Serevini,
who was watching from his second
floor apartment claimed that the

1

CampusPolice•nevercameback.
Seven Elizabeth patrol cars could
be seen by
ini OI'\ e other
slde

·••al

IL p & I •

w,we,I .a id

that students had started throwing
bottles and other objects from their
windows, causing a hasty departure
for the patrol car.
According to Maslo, three
students have had their housing
terminated for taking part in the
incident. • we had a similiar incident
whenthe Mets won the World Series
back in 1986,• said the housing
director.
Maslo said that there is always
noi'se in the Quad due to itssquarelike configuration which causes
sound reverberations.
The Campus Police could not
be reached for comment on the
subject.

Presidential Search Committee
Names Candidate Finalists

The Board ofTrustees of Kean
College of New Jersey is pleased
to announce that the Presidential
Search Committee has recommended four semi-fi nalists for
the Board's consideration. These
semi-fi nalists are scheduled to
be interviewed by the Board of
Trustees and by a broad
representation . of c_a mp~s
constituents during their v1s1ts
on campus.
April 17 and 18
Dr. George Ayers
President
Chicago State University
Chicago, Illinois
Monday, April 17, 1989
Open Reception for Campus
April 13 and 14
Dr. Elsa Gomez
Dean, College of Arts and
Sciences, Director, Graduate
Program
Lock Haven University of
Pennsylvania
Lock Haven, Pennsylvania
Thursday, April 13, 1989
Open Reception for Campus

I

April 26 and 27
Dr. Helen Popovich
President
Florida Atlantic University
Boca Raton, Florida
Wednesday, April 26, 1989
Open Reception for Campus
April 24 and 25
Dr. Paul Weller
President
Framingham State College
Framingham, Massachusetts
Monday, April 24, 1989
Open Reception for Campus
The Board of Trustees is
pleased to invite members of
the college community to meet
the semi-fi nal candidates for
President of Kean College .
There wi 11 be a reception
and opportunity to visit
informally with each of the
c;andidates. Each reception will
be held in the Alumni Lounge
of Downs Hall from 4:00 p.m.
to 5:00 p.m. on the dates Iisted.
The candidates will be
introduced and asked to speak
briefly at about 4:30 p.m.
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What's Going On •

The Freshman Center

• •

Freshman Cen ter

Thursday, April 6, 1989
9:00 am - 3:30 pm
Hostage Crisis Simulation
D.R. 2 & 3
10:00 am - 12:00 pm Delta Sigma Theta
Room A
8:00 pm - 12:00 am All Male Review
D.R. 2 & 3
8:00 pm - 11 :00 pm P.R.O .U.D.- Audition
Browsing Room
Ta lent Expo

Saturday, April 8, 1989
8:30 am - 2:00 pm
Basic Skills Testing
8:00 pm - 2:00 am
Phi Beta Sigma
Sunday, April 9, 1989
I.F.M.
2:30 pm - 7:00 pm
6:00 pm - 10:00 pm Sea Calm Ministries
7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Catholic Mass
8 :00 pm - 11 :00 pm Jewish Family Services
(Music Concert)
Monday, April 10, 1989
10:00 am- 1 :00 pm M.A.T. Testing

Tuesday, April 11, 1989
9:00 am - 3:30 pm
Hostage Crisis Simulation
12:30 pm - 3:30 pm
KC Jam Workshop
1 :40 pm - 3 :00 pm
G.C.C.
1 :40 pm - 3:00 pm
I.S.A.
1 :40 pm - 3 :00 pm
S.C.S.C.
1 :40 pm - 3:00 pm
Chinese Culture Club
1 :40 pm - 3:00 pm
~A Marketing Club
1 :40 pm - 3:00 pm
S.A.M.
1 :40 pm - 3:00 pm
I.V.C.F.
1 :40 pm - 3:00 pm
Day Care Center
1 :40 pm - 3:00 pm
Phi Beta Sigma
1 :40 pm - 3:00 pm
Pre-Law Club
7:00 pm -10:00 pm
Sigma Beta Chi
7:00 pm -11 :00 pm Nu Theta Chi
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm Lambda Chi Rho
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm Nu Sigma Phi
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm Sigma Theta Chi
7:40 pm - 10:10 pm Omega Sigma Psi
7:40 pm - 10:10 pm Delta Sigma Pi
7:40 pm - ,o:,o pm Zeta Delta Pi
7:40 pm - 10:10 pm Criminal Justice Club

On Your Mark, Get Set ...
By Gay Lumsden, Director

Campus Calendar

Friday, April 7, 1989
6:00 pm - 11 :00 pm
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Little Theatre

Downs Hall
CC Cafeteria
Alumni Lounge
DR2&3
Room B
Little Theatre

Browsing Room

D.R. 2 & 3
Alumni Lounge
J-138
J-203
J-140
J-142
W-300

... Got Go for the finish , go fo r
the gold, goforthetriumphantend
of the spring semester. Oh, I know .
You don't have to roll your eyes
that way. I know what a strange
t ime of year it is. The end is a
wholesevenweeksaway. ltseems
like an eternity. It's spring, you've
worked hard all year, and it feels
like you should be crossing the
finish line now. But you still have
so much to do, so many hurdles to
leap. Classes! Assignments! Papers!
Tests! You get back from that
refreshing week off and almost
within minutes you' re winded
again. Spring semester, you realize,
is not a sprint. It's cross country.
SIGH. GROAN. Oh, well, you
say ... I have a whole seven weeks.
Sowhynotcutsomeclasses,enjoy
the sunshine, party a bit... plenty of
time to do the work ....
Huh-uh. Thisisthetimeperiod
that sneaks up behind you and
bops you on the head. ltonlyfeels
like a long time. It lulls you into a

false sense of securi ty and then ...
pow. It's the end and you 're not
ready for tests, not fin ished w ith
assignments. Take it from one
who knows. If there's ever a ti me
I don't get th ings done, it' s whe n I
seem to have plenty of time to do
them. So a word to the wise ...
Make a calendar of every big
task you have to do. Mark when
assignments are due, when tests
are coming up, when you're
scheduled for work or special
activities.
Make a list of every smaller
item you have to accomplish in
order to hit the target dates for
major tasks.
Put this list in the reverse order
in which each item should be
accomplished for each major task
(last item first).
Estimate the amount of time
each item will take. Overestimate
time, don't underestimate it.
Now go backwards through the
calendar from each major task
date and mark the date for every
item you must acamplish, allowing

for each item the amount of time
you 've estimated. Example: you
have a term paper due on Monday,
May 8. If you count on typing it, o r
hav ing it typed, the weekend of
May 6 and 7, you're taking big
risks. That's when typewriters break
or typists get sick. So mark your
calendar paper ready for typing
on, say, May 1. To have it ready to
type by then, when should you
actually start writing? Maybe Ap ril
24? Mark your calendar "Start
Writing" on April 24, then. So
when should you mark your
calendar start researching my
paper?" It depends on the kind and
quantity of research, but it may be
as early as April 6. Good grief!
That' s next week!
Once you get that calendar filled
with "to dos" you'll see very precisely
what the track you have to run
looks like and what barriers you
have to cross. One more thing ....
Every day, check your calendar
and make a Iist of what you have to
do that day. And do it
On your mark, get set, GO!

The Counseling Center

Dear Connie

secluded or private areas with him
until you know him really well.
Additionally beware of alcohol or
drug use, by either yourself or your
date. It is much harder to be in
control of yourself if you're 'buzzed"
or downright drunk.
If you plan on working late in
an empty office or building, or will
be studying very early in the morning
in a similar place, keep the office
or room locked, being careful of
any men who may around, even if
they are there legitimately (such as
a co-worker, maintenance man o r
another student) . Or stay in a
higher-traffic area of:he building,
where others are 1;icely to be.
Overall, use caution .vhen you're
in any place during off-hours,
in cl ud ing stairwe lls, parking lots,
locker rooms, class rooms, practice
rooms, even rest roo ms.
The idea is not to be terrified of
all men in all places-----the idea is
to be cautious and aware of your
surroundings, to take note of who
is around you, and to think ahead.
Today, there are many "date rape"
victims, ones here on campus, who
believed it could never happen to
them, especially not by that "sweet''
guy/co-worker/next-door-neighbor.

Dear Connie,
at all. Henre, they bear the anguish,
I'm hearing a lot about "date trauma, and pain on their own.
J-135
rape" lately. What exactly is this?
To clear up some of the
CSS-108
Does this happen when you go out misconceptions many people have
J-204A
with a guy you meet in a bar or about this crime, there are three
J-303
something? Is it real rape? I'm very important facts we all must
Alumni Lounge
worried that I or one of my friends remember. First, there is absolutely
Browsing Room , might get raped .... any advice?
no excuse for rape. No one has
Dining Room 2
Signed, the "right" to rape, or even touch
Dining Room 3
A Worried Co-Ed someone else. A woman 's body is
Downs "B"
her own, and only she can decide
J-204B
by whom she will be touched.
Dear Worried,
B-208B
Although most people think of
Secondly, a woman never owes
T-207
a rapist as a stranger lurking behind anyoneanythingasfarasherbody
B-123
the bushes, it is estimated that is concerned. A man should never
from 50% to 75% of all rapes are expect or demand to have sex with
committed by someone known to a woma n, no matte r what the date
Wednesday, April 12, 1989
the v ictim. Further, rece nt stud ies was like up to this point. A very big
9:00 am - 3:30 pm Hostage Crisis Simulation
D. R. 2&3
have show n that at least25% of all misconception that many men and
1 :00 pm - 3:00 pm Hotline Training
Browsing Room
college w o men have experienced women have is that, if a man,feel:
3:05 pm - 4:20 pm S.C.S.C.
J-140
unwanted or forced intercourse, he was "led on" or "enticed", he
3:05 pm - 4:20 pm AMA Marketing Club
W-300
while 45% personally know has the right to have sex with that
3:05 pm - 4:20 pm I.V.C.F.
J-135
woman--even against her will.
someone who had been raped.
3:05 pm - 4:20 pm Peace Center
J-138
In response to your question,
Thirdly, women must look to
7:00 pm - 10:00 pm Alpha Theta Pi
D.R. 2
"date rape" (or acquaintance rape, protect themselves from becoming
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm Rho Sigma Chi
D.R. 3
social rape or silent rape) is a date rape victims. Since so many
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm Sigma Beta Tau
Downs A
sexual assault against a woman college rapes are "date rapes", and
7:00 pm - 1 :00 am CCB - Battle of the Bands
CC Cafeteria
that's committed by someone the most "date rapes" happen at the
victim knows. Actually, the rapist rapist's home, think carefully before
could be anyone yo u know, not you go to a male friend's apartment
Thursday, April 13, 1989
Has something in today's
just your date, including co-workers, or dorm. Will you truly be safe?
Grill Room
10:00 am - 4:00 pm
Blood Drive
bosses, acquaintances, classmates, How do yo u know that yo u will? column touched you? ls there a
Little Theatre
12:00 pm - 2:30 pm
Peace Center
family members, even "the guy And how well do you know this sexual assault in your past that
Little Theatre
3:30 pm - 7:00 pm
Greek Sing
keeps haunting you? Or perhaps
next door."
man?
5:00 pm - 7:00 pm
KC Jam
Downs "A"
It is also very important to clearly you have more suggestions on how
Many of these "date rapes" tend
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm Lambda Chi Rho
Browsing Room
to take place on weekends during express what you want. Make it to be careful and avoid rape. WRITE
the late evening and early morning knONn before you get into a sexually US, or stop by the Counseling Center
hours, frequently occuring-at the charged situation---not during. for a confidential appointment You
rapist's own home. The majority However, if you say you want sex, need not tell why you are there
of victims range in age between and then change your mind, you when making the appointment, and
mid-teens to mid-twenties, with have every right to stop it then and ALL conversations will be kept
·=
many of these victims never there---again, be very clear about completely confidential. We're in
the bookstore building, or call 527reporting the crime. Very often, your wishes.
Use your common sense. As 2082. For free booklets on rape
they feel guilty and responsible for
1) Job #2043 - Market Research Coder - P/f - 20 Hrs. Flexible, what happened, or so confused, exciting and attractive as this new and date rape, stop by anytime-thinking it may not have been rape guy may be, avoid going to any no appointment necessary.
Salary: $5.00/Hr.
2) Job #2042 - Staff positions- P/f - 15-20 Hrs. - Health Recreation
Career Services Center
Majors, Salary: Open
3) Job #2041 - Production Coord inator Assistant, P/f - 15/20 Hrs.
Each year, from Septembe r to early May, the Kean College Career Services Center sponsors an on-ca mpus
Flexible, Salary: Open
Recruitment Program primarily for seniors. Representatives from business, government and graduate sc hools
4) Job #2040 - Programmer - P/f - 20 Hrs. Flexible, Computer visit our office to interview students interested in jobs a nd graduate study.
Science Major, Salary: $7.00/Hr. ·
·
All students and alumn i interested in signing up for appointments for April, 1989 may do so beginning
5) Job #2039 - Market Research Assistant - P/f, Flexible Hrs., March 15, 1989 in the Career Services Center, located in the Main Building of the East Campus. For additional
Salary: $5.00 - $8.00/Hr. depending on experience.
information about the On-Campus Recruitment Program, please call 201-527-2040.
6) Job #2038 - To Assist Scientist, P/f & F/f - 20 Hrs. & 40 Hrs.
COMPANY
MAJORS AND POSITIONS SOUGHT
DATE
Salary: $400/wk.
Customer Services Representatives. Business related
7) Job #2037 - Jr. Accounting, F/f - 30-40 Hrs. Flexible, Salary:
United Telecom
4/6/89
disciplines or Liberal Arts backgrounds. Seniors and
Cl inton, N.J .
$8.00/$8.50/hr.
Carlisle, Pa.
Alumni.
8) Job #2036 - Department of the Army - 3 Co-Ops, Personnel
Mgmt., Accounting, Transportation Management, Salary: Open
Entry-level operations positions in brokerage leading
Pershing, Div. of Donaldson
4/10/89
9) Job #2035 - Stand Managers and Assistant Stand Managers,
to management training program. Any interested
Luskin & Jenrette
P/f & F/f, 16-20 Hrs. and/or 40-45 Hrs., Salary: $7.24 & $6.50,
major. Seniors and Alumni
Securities Corporation
Food Experience preferred.
New York, NY
10) Job #2035 - Customer Service Rep., P/f & F/f, Min. Hrs. 20 &
(Positions will be in Jersey City)
Max. 40 hrs./Wk. Salary: $7.00/Hr.
11) Job #2033 - Warehouse Clerk - P/f, Daytime hrs., Flexible Auditor positions. Accounting majors o r a minimu m
Defense Contract Audit
4/11/89
of 24 c redits in Accounti ng p lus B.A. Degree.
Agency
Monday-Friday, Salary: $5.00 - $6.00/Hr. All
levels of
Seniors/Alumni.
Mou ntai nside, NJ
M anagement Majors

W-411 .

Co-op Jobs
Academic Credit,
Salary, Work Experience
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C. WA. protests for Lounges
(Continued from Page 1)

administrators, as a lounge for the
staff between 12:00 p.m. and 1 :30
p.m. on weekdays.
Rooney had complained that
in bad weather "staff have to walk
all the way to the College Center
or Downs Hall" for their breaks. A
flyer being posted remarked 11 1 5
minutes is not enough."
Leonard also added ''The other
lounge in T-200 had couches so if
someone wasn't feeli ng well they
could lie down o n them."
TheC.W.A. (Communications
Workers of America) claimed they
asked Bill Vincenti, Director of
Faculty and Staff Development, to
put the then pending decision of
the conversion of T-200 in the
administrative report and it never
was. Mr Vincenti was on a trip in
Chicago and could not be reached
for comment
Vice President of Administration
and Finance Charles Kimmett said
that Rooney only suggested that it
be put into the report and went on
to say, 'We don't generally report
room changes."
One unidentified staff worker
spoke of how one of the avalialbe
lounges is a room that is part of the
womens' bathroom in the
Techology building. "People eating
can hear other people going to the
bathroom," she said.
Kimmett stated that T-200 was
the "only designated lounge" and

Campus Life

that the other rooms were never
designated by the administration
as lounges, like the Africana Studies
Department which was a classroom
that staff people used to use as a
lounge, said Kimmett.
On the subject ofT-200, Kimmett
said it was not just a lounge. It was
reserved for a lounge between the
hours of 11 :30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.
The room was put to maximum
usage and served a va riety of
admi nistrative and academic purposes."
In lieu of the conversion of T200 the administration provided
for the use of T-131 between the
hours of 12 noon and 1 :30 p.m.
"The staff also has the College Center
Cafeteria and Downs Hall," said
the Vice President
According to Kimmett T-200
will be returned to the staff as a
lounge in "approximately a year"
after the Middle States Evaluation
program is through with the
accredidation process. Kimmett
stressed the importance of this
evaluation which takes place every
ten years, and said that there are
some 13 convnittees in the program
that need access to the office thus
necessitating its presence in
Townsend and not on the East
Campus.
Rooney claimed that the
administration made several
promises about when the room
wou ld be returned to the staff"first

-

two years, then six months and
then one year," he said.
Kimmett mentioned that on
February 22nd he advised Pat
Rooney that T-200 would be used
for the Middle States Evaluation
begining in March. 'We also invited
the President (Leonard) and the
Vice-President (Rooney) to discuss
why we were doing this and they
refused to meet."
''The new academic build ing
being planned may provide fo r
additional lounge space," sa id
Kimmett.

14
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The C.W.A. (Communications Workers of America) held a protest
last Thursday.
PholObyMgleL/uzza

Kimmett concluded by saying,
"We have tried to respond to the
changing needs of the college in a
way that minimizes any disruption
to our programs."

College Students:
FUNDS

Correction

are now available for your

In the March 16th article
"Candidates Hit Campaign Trail" it
was incorrectly stated that Melissa
Young is running against Michele
Muscanell for assistant secretary.
She is, in fact, running against
Courtney Johnson for assistant
treasurer. Courtney Johnson is not
running unopposed. Michele
Muscanell is also running
unopposed for assistant.secretary.
Harry Hoffman is not a Theatre
major but a History major.

EDUCATION
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN RECEIVING
Scholarships*, Fellowships*, Grants*

YOUR ELIGIBILITY IS GUARANTEED!
regardless of financial status or academic performance.
•

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

·~-~~2J !J 1-800-283-8328

Compiled t>y the Independent Staff

Wi'~_f~

A NATIONAL SERVICE COMMITTED
TO HIGHER EDUCATION

-A student recently commented on the March 15 disturbance "in the Quad,
11
Wasn 1tthatcool!? 11 Yeah, right. Throwing bottles out of windows is a great social
activity. By the way; where were the campus police, and why wouldn't they
answer the phone?

11

*These funds DO NOT require reimbursement

- - - .,ACADEMIC FINANCIAL ADVISORY PROGRAM

A Student Loan Company
As Unique As You Are.
~ th a name like Educaid
there's qnly one thing we can
do-specialize in student
loans. This makes Educaid
unique among student lenders. We've made a business of
servicing students' special
needs. It's all we do. That's
why we're the best. And that's
why you can depend on us for
that special, personal touch
when you need it.

Educald knows you can't
wait for your money. You
need it now. From the moment
we receive your loan application, we're fighting the clock
to get you your money fas t.
Educald can save you
money, too. You don't pay
interest on interest while
you're continually enrolled in
school. Educaid capitalizes the
interest (adds it to the principal) on your SLS only once-

at graduation.

See your Financial Aid Office.
If you're eligible for a Stafford
Loan (GSL) or an SLS, ask
for Educaid. O r give us a call:

Union, NJ (201) 686-0101
T oll Free: (800) 338-5616
2840 Morris Avenue
Union, NJ 07083

~

~
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Editorial

I

WKNJ'S Fall FroID Grace

IN DY ELECTIONS

April at Kean College means elections.
Student Organization holds their elections
on Tuesday, April 18 (See next week's Indy
for candidate interviews and endorsements).
The INDEPENDENT will hold their elections soon, as well.
INDEPENDENT elections will be held in
Room 115 of the College Center on Tuesday,
April 25 at 1:40 (College Hour). Deadline
for applications is 1:00 p.m. on Friday, April
21 . Al I applications must be brought to
Room 115 in the College Center and be
approved by an INDEPENDENT Editorial
Board member.
The 1988-89 school year saw the lndependent's membership rise by 25%. For the
forthcoming year we have added two positions to the editorial board. They are Opinion Editor and Copy Editor. All in all, there
are 13 Board positions open. In addition to
that, there are 22 Assistant Editor positions
available (all positions except Editor-in-Chief
and Managing Editor). We hope that you
will consider joining our organization, as an
editor, assistant or general staff member.
The INDEPENDENT looks forward to working with you during the 1989-90 school
year. Thank you.
\NDEPENDEN"T

ELECTION

Letters

APPLICA-

TION: This is an application for Editorial

Board positions on the Independent. All
positions on the board, with the exception
of Editor-in-Chief, are open to any student.
Anyone running for Editor-in-Chief must
have at least a year on the Editorial Board.
Each position, with the exception of Managing Editor and the Editor-in-Chief, has two
assistant positions available. Positions
available are:
Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
News Editor
Feature Editor
Sports Editor
Graphics Editor
Photography Editor Copy Editor
Opinion Editor
Cultural Editor
Business Manager Secretary
Advertising Manager
For a description of position responsibilities, contact the Independent at 355-0174,
Extension 2339.

r------------------,

I

jName_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone_ __

I
~ddress _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
position applying for_ _ _ _ _ __

I
IPrevious experience- - - - - - - - :BELOW THIS LINE: OFFICIAL USE ONLY
V\pproval
:ln itials____ Date_ _ _Time_ _ _,
L------------------J

Dear Editor,
In my two years as a member of
WKNJ, I have watched the steady
decline of a promising organization.
When the Communication Department took over the radio station
there was hope for a democratic
system, but recently there's been a
significant change in direction:
•Incoming records from record
companies have been slo.ved down
and tampered with due to a new
policy that was implemented.
•Certain records that are viewed
as being offensive by certain
administrators have been taken

away.
•Members have been terminated
for expressing their opinions and
ideas concerning the station.
•The request line phones have
been taken away for an undisclosed
period of time.
•The staff has been forbidden
to have staff meetings without the
General Manager's presence.
•A college radio publication
called the College Music Journal,
which is used by record companies
to chart college radio airplay, has
been discontinued.
•Faculty members have been
increasing their air time with

scheduled shows.
The General Manager has gone
as far as stating that the radio station
is not a democracy which recalls
the past monopolization by the
overthrown staff a year ago.
Maybe I'm wrong but this makes
no sense to me. I was under the
impression that college radio and
any other college organization was
there to benefit the students and to
promote leadership and creativity.
The students should get the full
measure of their time spent in any
organization.

Jody Pate

Theatre Dept. Soap Opera
Dear Editor,
If you would allow just one
more letter in this Theatre Dept.
SoapOpera, Iwould liketosaythe
following; I am not a Theatre Major.
My major is Early Childhood
Education . I do however have
some experience in dealing with
the Theatre Dept. Last Spring I had
an Acting I class, was in Director's
Workshop and was fortunate to be
cast in Sleeping Beauty. Let me

tell you, it was the best semester I
have ever had at Kean (and I have
been here for a few). Sleeping Beauty
had its six or so weeks rehearsal
time and four shows like other
plays but then we went out on tour
for the rest of the semester. So I
feel qualified to speak about
THEATRE PEOPLE.
I never felt excluded. I talked
with THESE PEOPLE, ate with THESE
PEOPLE, went to parties and hung
out with THESE PEOPLE. I was

always included. A year later I still
see THESE PEOPLE and, lo and
behold, they still talk to me,
amazing, me an Education Major.
Let me end this letter with an
old saying that gives some advice,
"You have to be a friend to have a
friend ". And to all of THOSE
THEATRE PEOPLE I have met I
would like to say thank you for
being my friends.
Cindy Meslar

Commentary------F acuity Forum: Another View
By Mervyn D'Souza
Is the campus ready for yet
another clamor (as always, rife
with disinformation, innuendo, and
propaganda) about a Presidential
decision to add promotions to the
rank of full professor? The current

union leadership does not hesitate
to spend our resources to sidetrack
and obscure real issues with
passionate though pointless and
self-serving grievances.
Presently, the beleaguered
· individual is Dr. Charles Murphy
of Meteorology, who was
(undeservedly, the union would
have us believe) promoted to fu II
professor though he had been placed
in the lower two-thirds of the ranking
list by the college Promotions
Committee. Not publicized at all
by the union is the reason he sought
redress at the Presidential level :
each year from 1984; Dr. Murphy
was ranked in the top third, and
number seven in both 1987 and
1988, but suddenly, and without
explanation but, "coincidentally,•
after he became chairman of the
Committee for Democratic Governance), he <X>rll>letely lost his ranking
in 19891 No reasonable and
objective person can comprehend
how, within the same pool of
candidates and with the same
criteria applied, this particular
individual not only did not rise in
his standing but fell precipitously.
His file did not deteriorate, but in
fact was significantly enhanced:
logic and fairness would dictate
that he should enter the top of the
promotion list. Dr. Murphy's docket
· is packed with the awards and
honors he has won, the books and
articles he has published, his present
research in software development
for use in meteorology, his abundant
contributions to college committees, his specia l assignme nts
ranging from the Bridge program
to training faculty to integrate
computers into the curriculum, his
continuing educational and
professional development, and his
undisputed reputation as one of
the finest teachers in his department
In his case as in others, it is more
than li ke ly that facto rs other than
the well-established crite ria have
contaminated the promotional

process. Dr. Murphy's attempts to
gain an explanation for his most
recent and dismal ranking by the
promotions committee were met
with silence.

Can such seemingly arbitrary
changes in ranking be based in the
subjectivity of the promotional
process, as some have argued? This
(Cominued on Pa,e S)

Please submit all Letters to The Editor in CC 119.
All submissions must be typed, double-spaced and
accompanied by a name and phone#. Name will be
withheld upon request. Phone# must be included
"for verification and authenticity. Letters submitted
without name and phone#, or without being typed,
will not be published.
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Commentary,
Keen on Kean

ByMannyCantor

Let Us Study Peace Not War
The world breathes easier this integral part of many academic
spring, despite the polluted d isci pl ines. There are departments
atmosphere. HowcomelThe_core at Kean College that shou Id give
reason is the relaxing of tensions very serious thought to the content
between the United States and the and the intent of such a resolution.
Soyiet Union and the resulting new We know of several Kean College
initiatives for reducing nuclear arms. professors who have prepared a
Another key factor is a kind of course, in their particular discipline,
universal war-weariness, a yearning directed to problems of war and
for the end of killing. The search peace, and who are eager to
for peaceful resolution of long- undertakethetaskofteaching. The
standing conflicts is growing.
new world developments underRelaxation in international score the need for such courses.
tensions is most welcome.
IMPORTANT CAMPUS
However, that very development
EVENTS TO TEACH PEACE
creates a dangerous tendency for
Kean College Peace Center has
people everywhere to relax their
struggle against war. Thereby the organized a Peace Fair for April
new possibilities and opportunities 13. ltwilltaketheformofdisplays
of literature in the Student Center,
could be lost or dissipated.
Those whose power and wealth
depend on armaments and war
preparation may be slowed and
d iscomfitted by budgetary
limitations. Not for long. They will
quickly re-marshal! their forces to
(Continued from Page 4)
influence the politics in their
country. Especially is this true in is a doubly self-defeating position.
the United States, where the First, it disregards the role of the
military-industrial complex has long promotion criteria. Accomplishdemonstrated its ability to shape ments which include two books,
the policies of government and to ten articles, major reports, and major
influence the media to mold public career development in computer
opinion. Can people power science are "subjective• only if the
overcome thisl Recent gains to criteria are deliberately obscure or
curb the previously all-powerful weighed differently from year to
lobby of the National Rifle year, or if ad hoc factors are
Association encourage hopes for introduced. Second, such blatant
disregard for criteria cannot fail
such a people's victory.
Let us honestly recognize the but provide an invitation for outside

attended by representatives
prepared to explain and discuss
the particular aims of their
organization. From 12:30 to 2:30
spokespersons will be in the Little
Theater in the Student Center to
briefly present their group's goals,
and to engage students, staff and
faculty in questions and discussion.
Professors are encouraged to bring
their classes whereever the topic
and activity relate to their subject.
A very impressive list of
organizations has responded to the
Peace Center's invitation, as of
this writing: United Nations
Association, World Federalists
Association, Pax Christi, Union
Chapter, N.J. Sane/Freeze of Union

County, Women's International
League for Peace and Freedom
(WILPF), Mary Knoll Missioners,
Bridges for Peace, American Friends
Service Committee (Quakers),
Beyond War, and International
Student Association, Kean College.
On April 18, at 1 :30, in the
D'Angola Gym, hundreds of Kean
students will be participating in a
most unusual experience, The
World Game. Conceived by the
late Buckminster Fuller, the very
innovative inventor, architect and
builder, the World Game has awed
and impressed audiences all over
the country. Congressman ·Ed
Markey had this to say of the
presentation on Capitol · Hill in
Washington, D.C.: "The workshop

made a big impression on my
colleagues. A number of them have
come up to me afterwards and said
again how moving the presentation
was.• World Game is a multi-media
production of films, slides, soundtracks and interactive activities that
take place on the world 's largest
map of the whole Earth . It is being
brought to Kean College by the
Center for Global Studies and the
General Education Department, in
cooperation with the office of
Student Activities, the Peace Center
and other organizations. Don't miss
this memorable experience!
Next week we'll resume
discussion ofthetopic"Do Foreign
Accents Threaten Us?"

Faculty Forum: Another Point of View

fad Iha it • o u r ~ which

has been, and still is, dragging its
feet in making the adjustments in
policynecessarytorealizethenew
possibilities for world peace. To
do something to ameliorate this
situation is, I maintain, a high act
of patriotism, the best contribution
to true national defense, to the
safety and well-being of our people.
A few examples of highly
questionable U.S. policy should
be helpful. To legitimize Reagan's
dream of space-based defenses his
Adm inistration invented a brazen
re-i nterpretation of the antiballistic
Missi le Treaty of 1972, against all
the evi dence, including testimony
from Nixo n Amdinistraiton
w itnesses. It took 40 years for the
Senate to give fi nal legislative
approval to a measure that permitted
the United States to join 97 othe r
countries in a treaty outlawing
genocide. Several weeks ago the
Soviet Union announced it would
accept binding arbitration of the
International Court of Justice in
disputes involving five important
human rights conventions,
including the one on genocide.
How long will it take for us to
follow suitl On March 22 Soviet
officials told the United States they
arewillingtomakepublicthedata
from two underground nuclear
testing experiments carried out this
summer. The United States is
opposed. Thus the American people
are denied information already
given to the Soviet Union. The
reason is obvious. The data raises
doubts about our past approach on
verification and our charges of
Soviet violations.
Last September forty-five university presidents from around the
world, including the United States,
the Soviet Union, China, Japan,
Western Europe, the Pacific Rim
and the Middle East met in France.
They adopted a resolution to
develop common curriculums on
disarmament and the theory and
practice of international conflict
management in their universities.
They agreed that disarmament and
conflict resolution should be an

do anything less would be to
capitulate to the Union President,
who has proclaimed both publicly
and privately, that some individuals,
because of alleged "anti-union

activities,• will gain promotion only
over his dead body. This is
demagoguery at its worst.
The issue is not Charles Murphy:
it is whether faculty who believe

they have been discriminated
against have a right to appeal the
process, a fight which is rendered
meaningless unless it can foster
legitimate change.

For What A Picture Is Worth

evaluatolw ID enforce eatai,lished

criteria without reference to
politicalconsiderations and parties
-- all because we lack the will to
revamp the process ourselves.
Each year brings a new attempt
by some repfesentatives to punish
selected highly-qualified faculty for
exercising their right to seek redress
through due process.
Such
individuals are usually branded as
anti-union .• But if faculty of the
quality of Dr. Murphy are indeed
anti-union, it is h igh ti me tha t the
cu rrent leadership of the Uni on reexamine its function, duties, and
obligations. Moreover, it is absurd
and callous for some union
representatives to suggest that
candidates rejected for promotion
should fatalistically accept the
dictates of any ind ividual or
committee.

WE MUST REFURBISH THE
PROMOTION PROCESS:
the relative rights of the five
criteria must be publicly clarified
by the Promotion Committee and
voted upon accordingly;
the relative weights of the criteria
must never be changed without
giving priornoticetoall applicants
(e.g., institutional needs for retooling of faculty, etc., could merit
changes in criteria);
outspoken faculty must be given
an opportunity to serve in every
policy-making commitee (often
"lack of college service" is used
against applicants even while they
have been denied opportunities to
serve);
the mode of selection of student
members of the committee must
be made fairer and truly democratic;
the Union Observer must cease
to be an advocate and return to his
legal status as observer.
Until procedural injustices are
rectified, individual faculty who,
in spite of outstanding abilities and
performance, are repeatedly
downgraded to the lower tw~thirds
of the promotion list, must seek
redress through all appropriate legal
channel s ava ilable on cam pus. To

11IIS 15 '\IIUR FILO[ u,rr. RWW.
LORENZO. \'f'RE ~ SM

!il.lGKT TUQJLENCE. ~ REMAIN
WM\' SEATEP YIULE l REG.tU Yru
WITII TALES Of IK'W '14ERPAID ~
IWtOUR; NI£ RUINN, lllE lfllOSTRY!
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The Class
of1989
Presents:

SENIOR PROM 189
to be held on

MAY 5TH
at
The Marriott Hotel
Park Ridge, New Jersey

•

Bids for seniors only will be sold:
April 10-14
17-21

Any remaining bids will be sold, first-come, first-served:
April 24-28
Semi-Formal Attire
lickets Available in the Student Center
Sponsored by Stud. Org. & Class of 1989
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THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON

ZENITH
DATASYSTEMS
Z-286LP
DESKTOP PC

B

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;;;.~~

GREIi
THINGS
PACKAGE
SPECIAL UNIVERSilY PRICING!

40-50% OFF RETAIL PRICE• GREAT PERFORMANCE • GREAT PRICE

ZENnH INNOVATES A~ . . . .
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:

Zenith Data Systems
200 Meadowlands Parkway
Secaucus, New Jersey 07094
(201) 330-0523

-

MOUSE
AN_
DMICROSOFT WINDOWS
INCLUDED FREE

Microsoft Windows is ii rt'!(islt'red trademark of
Microsoft Corp.

American Express,VISA. MasterCud Credit Cards Accepted.

Prices sulJiect lo CMfll' without notice.
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Music Across the Channel:
An Unforgettable Experience

Major Works '89':
A Triumph at Kean
For the Fine Arts Faculty, one
of the greatest sources of artistic
It is 10:00 A.M. Marc h 1, 1989 reward is this annual exhibition.
and the first of the artists begin to The power and range of stylistic '
arrive bringing their work to be diversity is a direct reflection of
registered for the exhibition, Major the efforts of these teachers. The
Works'89 - the annual student art performance of each student artist
show, held at the James Howe is ~ triumph and a tribute to the
Gallery in Vaughn Eames Hall at tradition of discipline, hard work
Kean College of N.J. They approach and inventive and artistic freedom
the Registrar's desk beaming with at Kean.
Exhibited are Paintings by: Mari
pride and anticipation - for most th is will bethefirsttime their wo rk Can , Susan Cote, Robe rt
w ill be on display publicly. The desRanleau, Lib ia Go mez, Janice
Registrar, a Museum Training stu- Hymanson, Leda Koltinick, Teresa
dent, records the information and Minervini, James Miraglia, Zyamina
labels the work. She and her Ratismor, Jeffrey Rice, Jeannine
classmates have already sent out Sarica, Jay Sarice, Eva Szczerthe invitations and prepared for baniewicz, Kathleen Thum, Caudia
the reception. Press releases have Tryon, Jack Weeks, Juanita Winkler,
been sent to the various newspapers, Paul Ziss; Drawings by: Rokiah S.
and in the Design Production Studio, Ba rry, Barbara Breeze, Gary
students are finalizing the catalogue Hickman, Barbara Johnson, Dawn
design. For the Museum Train ing Keller, Lisa Laglisci, Kimberly
Class, the huge task of des igning Matsuk, Marcella Pulido, Alvin
and installing the exhibition is now Quinones, Sheila Seery, Anna Zeitz;
Photography by: Irene Furhmeister,
at hand .......
Major Works '89 - an exhibition Tim O'Donnel, Ryan Dalgal,
of student work, organized by Wendy Pate; Ceramics by: Nicole
students opened March 6. This Cullen, James McCarron, John
exhibition, born out of scholarship Sakelardes; Prints by: Cheryl Ahlers;
and talent, with a heavy premium Design by: Jose Chacon; Textiles
by: Velma Hastrup, Diana Petry;
on perserverance and hard work,
pulls together the many d ive rsified Sculpture by: Alexis Kulick and
Fi lmaki ng 1- a Class Project. Guest
teach ing concepts of the Fi ne Arts
Curators of the exh ibition are
Department at Kean College. At
Museum Trainees: Susan Cote,
all times it must be remembered
Myriam Gabriel, Karen Hogan, Ann
that a dedicated faculty is
Murray and Terry Sharon Walters.
responsible for this exhibition. It
The exhibition will run until
is a translation of what is taught in
April 7.
the classroom .....and it is under
the watchful eyes of these teachers

By Terry Sharon Walters

By Karen Guarino
Getting a passin g grade in ICT
meant much more to me at the
time than studying the history of
European art. The most memorable
landmarks and who built them,
the most magnificent paintings and
who painted them, the poetry, the
music, the culture all seemed to be
an endless sea of nonessential
information that I would learn and
then forget inonesemester. Never
did I imagine that I would have the
rare opportunity to go to Europe
and actually see these wonders,
touch them, and be a part of all
their splendor.
Walking thro ugh the streets of
two of the most beautiful and
exciti ng cities in the wo rld was the
best education I could receive.
I learned more in those fifteen
days than I would have ever learned
had I been sitting in a classroom.
From the mo ment that the plane
touched down at Gatwick Airport
in London, England, Ifelt as though
I were a sponge taking in everything
that surrounded me.
The first seven days were spent ·
in the heart of London. Our days
were cramped with wonderful
wal king tou rs, sightseeing
expedition s and visit ing museums.
Our evenings were reserved for
the plethora of theatre and opera
productions which were at our
disposal. Excitement filled each

and every day in London, and it
was absolutely glorious, despite
the fact I would have liked more
time to digest all the wonderful
things that had transpired that day.
Although our schedule included
back-to-back activities, there was
also leisure time, but I preferred to
soak in as much culture as I possibly
could. The city had "a way about
it," and I fe ltthat I just could not get
enough of it. The atmosphere had
an energy to it: it was always
moving, and it was fabulous to be
a part of it.
When it was ti me to depart, I
just did not want to leave Londonthe days had passed too qu ickly.
At the sa me time, I looked forward
to boarding the Hovercraft that
would waft me across the English
Channel to a train that would
eventually take me to sti II another
great city, namely Paris.
Paris was another wonder, a
place that had all the beauty of
every facet of life. Traveling down
the Champs Elysees to the Arc de
Triomphe was just the beginning.
The history and the architecture

MASTER'S DEGREE
OPPORTlJNITIES

that these wot1cs of art are conceiYed

and brought to completion.

Many me mbers of the Fi ne Arts
Faculty are practici ng artists,
designers, craftsperso ns and
scholars. The Studio faculty exhibit
at prestigious galleries in New York
and New Jersey and are well-known
through private and museum
co llections throughout the United
States and abroad. The Art History
faculty are widely published
scholars with a broad knowledge
of the field. In the applied areas of
interior design and visual communications, the faculty work with
professionals who transmit the most
current concepts, techniques and
trends directly to the students with
whom they work. The college
gallery maintains a continuous
schedule of exhibitions of professional artists enabling students
to study their work. The Museum
Training Class offers the student
in-depth museum and gallery
training with on-the-job experience
at both the James Howe Gallery
and in museums in New Jersey
and New York.

GET AN
EARLY START
ON YOUR CAREER
Gain Experience
That Lasts A Lifetime
Call Us Today
For That Perfect
Summer Job!
As a KELLY Temp
You Will ...
• Earn Good Pay
• Work At Leading
Companies
• Receive FREE Training
If You Qualify
CLERICAL
ACCOUNTING
SECRETARIAL
DE/CRT~,WP
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
TECHNICAL DIVISION

UNION..............................688-5533

was exhilarating. Although the
Parisians did not seem to take too
kindly to Americans, th is was very
quickly forgotten. Nothing cou ld
ruin the radiance of the city.
I believe that the key to this trip
was the boundless energy,
know ledge and
incredible
preparation that Herbert Golub , a -·
Professor of Music, had put into
the planning. He rb had reserved
the best hotel locations in both
London and Paris, booked seats
for theatre and opera performances
almost nightly, and somehow
managed to cut through all of the
red tape. The organization was
unbelievable; nothing was left to
cha nce. Walking around the city
was made more pleasurable
because he was so familiar with
the surroundings. Because of th is,
it afforded me extra time to go off
on my own to enjoy the culture
and activity.
This trip will always remain on
my mind. Each day I remember
some small detail, and I appreciate
it even more and yearn to go back
to a place of such magnitude.

WllllAM PA1ERSON COUEGE
Wayne, New Jer sey
Unique Resources And Challenging Programs:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TUITION
SHOULDN'
BE YOUR
BIGGEST

•

Enjoy the advantages of a mid-sized State-sup·
ported suburban campus with easy access to
the ed ucational, cultural and employment as·
sets of the New York- Metropolitan area.
Assistantship and Internship Programs provide
opportunities to learn and apply advanced
knowledge and skills.

GRADUATE ASSISTANfSHIPS

They say these are the best years of your life, but not if you have to worry
about paying for next semester's tuition . A part-time job at UPS can help
erase that concern forever.

Yearly stipend of $ 4 000 + waiver of tuition and
fees. Opportunities include research, computerbased instruction , writing, editing, and production
activities in media technology and other
academically-oriented activities in:
• 34 Academic Programs
• Institutional Research
• Library Services
• College Comminications
• Minority Education

We're looking for people to work approximately 4 hours a day, Monday-Friday,
NO WEEKENDS! The schedules are flexib le, and you ' ll start out earning
$8/HOUR .. . even if you have no experience! After just six months, you ' ll
get a benefits package that includes med,cal, dental and life insurance, vision care and prescription drug plans. Sick days, vacations and paid holidays,
too! But the best part is our TUITION REIM BURSEMENT PROGRAM which
offers $2,000 a semester on selected sorts.

STUDENT SERVICES INTERNSHIPS
Yearly stipend of $ 4000 + waiver of tuition and fees.
Opportunities include research, program development, management and other activities in:
• Student Development
• Counseling
• Career Counseling
• Intercollegiate Athletics
• Residence Life
• Alumni Affairs

For full details on how to banish those tuition blues, apply in person at the
location nearest you .

PARSIPPANV
799 Jefferson Road
201-428-2200
INTERVIEW HOURS:
Mon, Tues & Thurs
9AM-5PM

Biological Science
Business Administration
Communication Arts
Communication Disorders
Counseling Services
Educational Administration
And Supervision
Eleme ntary Education
English
Read ing
Social Science
Special Education
Urban Education
And Community Service
Visual Arts

SADDLE BROOK
280 Midland Avenue
201-330-2315
INTERVIEW HOURS:
Mon & Wed 6PM-8PM ,
Tues & Thurs 2PM-4PM

FOR INFORMATION, CALL OR WRITE:

Graduate Admissions

I I r:"V'WILLIAM PATERSON
'-Mr'-cOLLEGE

SECAUCUS
493 County Avenue
201-330-2315
INTERVIEW HOURS:
Mon-Thurs 8AM-8PM
Friday 8AM- 12NOON
6PM-8PM

Hobart Manor • Wayne, New Jersey 07470

(201) 595-2126
Please Send Me Information Regarding:

D Graduate Programs
D Graduate Assistantships
D Student Services Internships

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,____'-'-~~-ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~

~

United Parcel Service

D This Spec ific Program:

CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _STATE _ _ _ _ ZIP _ __
I

1·

-

HOME TEL. _ _ _ _ _ _ BUS. TEL. _ _ _ _ _ _

l

!
r,
----------------------------------------------'
1f I l':"V" WILLIAM PATERSON
CE!]
1'Ail
COLLEGE A Quality Education Within Your Rea,·h! •
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Gross Misconduct with M.O.D.
Date(s)
4/6
4/6,7
4/7
4/8
4/8
4/8
4/10
4/11
4/11
4/13
4/13
4/15
4/16
4/19
4/21
4/22
4/26

Acts

Place

On-Sale

The Radiators
The Ritz, NYC
The B.L., NYC
Simply Red
Nassau Coli., NY
Ratt, Kix,
Britny Fox
Butthole Surfers The Ritz, NYC
The Paladm., NYC
The Fixx
Beacon Th., NYC
N.Y. Music
R.E.M.
M .S.G., N.Y.C.
The Ritz, NYC
Edie Brickel l
& New Bohemians
Fish bone
Club Bene, NJ
Pressures of Time XO, Garwood NJ
Tradia
Obsessions, NJ
The Ritz, NYC
John Butcher
The Ritz, NYC
David Crosby
Charlie Sexton
The Ritz, NYC
The Paladm., NYC
Eddie Money
Savoy Brown
living Colour
The Ritz, NYC
Tradia
The Palace, NJ
Key: M.5.G. = Madison Square Garden
B.L. = The Bottom Line
- • = Possible Sold-Out Event
: TBA =.To Be Announced •

Now
Now
Now•
Now
Now
Now•
* Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
N'ow
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now

Ok all you classic rock and roll fans outthere, mark the
date of June 28th on your calendar because word has
it that on that day THE WHO will be coming to Radio
City Music Hall to start their summer tour; stay tuned
to this column for the late-breaking news... Believe itor
not, BLACK SABBATH is about to release a new Ip
entitled, "Headless Cross. 11 The new album is expected
to be out by the middle of May... lt may be old news to
some of you but GUNS N' ROSES is no longer headlining the Al Os benefit concert that was to be held at
Radio City Music Hall on June 8th due to a verse in
their song, 110ne In A Million. 11 So the show producers
ha"e dec\ded to cancel that date and try again with
another big name around October... Good news music
fans, The DOOBIE BROTHERS are setto release a new
Ip entitled, "Cycles" around May 17th .

seen on MlV. The other is a surprise
By Tom Green
Some things just keep getting according to vocalist, Billy Milano.
In just about a week they'll be
better and the latest offering from
Method of Destructi on is no starting their Gross Misconduct tour
exceptio n. Gross Misconduct is which will take them through
the ki nd of album that you w ill va riou s regions of the U.S. w ithin
want to listen to over and over a six wee k time pe riod. They w ill
agai n. It' s positive, d ive rse, and also be playing over in Euro pe
around July and possibly be openers
raw.
The l.P. starts off with thetune, for Anthrax.
"No Hope", which is about making
The following is a portion of an
someth ing of your life and not just interview I had with band members
waiting around for a hand out. Billy Milano and Louie Svitek.
The band also talks about drinking
and driving (The Accident Scene),
INDY: Gross Misconduct seems
true friends (True Colors), a tale like a really serious album that hits
aboutthose who worsh ip the dev iI on a lot of major social issues.
(Satan 's Cronies), substance abuse
LS.: Ye ah it is on the serio us
(The Ride), and even safe sex (No side, but then aga in there's a little
G love, No Love).
humo r also. We wanted to make it
The music on the album is very totally positi ve so no one like the
hard hitting, similar to that of S.O.D. P.M.R.C. could say anyth ing bad
w iththe exception that you have about it.
an easier time of making out the
INDY: Why did the band put
lyrics. One th ing that caught me the mean ing of each song on the
by surprisewhile reading the lyrics inner sleeve (lyric sheet)?
was the fact the band explains the
LS.: Because of the fi rst record,
meaning of each song.
where in Europe people criticized
The band is made up of: Billy
the record mostly because they
Milano on vocals, Louie Svitek on
misinterpreted the lyrics. Now there
guitar, John Monte on bass, and
is no chance of that happen ing.
Tim Mallare on drums. This is the
INDY: Gross Misconduct is the
same line-up that was featured on
second album to have a shark on
their Surfin ' M.O.D. EP.
The band just recently finished the cover, is there any meaning
shooting two videos, one of which behind thisl
LS.: We like sharks very much
is for "True Colors" and can be
because they are mean, lethal, and
intense. The shark is also like a
band mascot and will probably be
Get Into
the bands new party animal.
INDY: What is your favorite
The Rhythm
song on the new lpl
LS.: "The Accident Scene• is
my favorite song, primarily because
Write for
of the way the music varies within
it.
The Indy
INDY: Give me your own
critique of the new album.
Features Section
LS.: I think that everyone should
Iisten to it because it's a new phase

(CC115)

a good album, it's heavy, it's rock
n' roll, and has a positive meaning.
INDY: How is the new line-up
working outl .
B.M.: Amazing! W hat more
could you ask fo r. Not only do I
have three amazi ng musici ans b ut
also they 're like three b rothers. I
can see myself doing no other band
besides M.O .D. w ith these people
and excell ing with this band.
INDY: I've heard thatthe bands
M.O.D. opens up for never w ant
to play with you aga in, why is
that?
B.M.: It's because the new lineup is very po.verful and many bands
feel threatened, especia lly when
the opene r is better than the
head li ner.
INDY: What is you r favori te
song on the new a lbum?
BM.: Wow, that's a bad question
to ask. That's real difficult to answer
because there are so many good
ones. But I would say that one of
my favori te tracks is "True Colors".
INDY: How has the album been
selling?
B.M.: It's been blowing out the
doors. What S.O.D. d id in three
years it's already surpassed in just
a few weeks.
INDY: Are you surprised by the
progress of the albuml
BM.: I thought it would do
well, but I can 't say that I knew it
was going to do as well as it's done
because it's really freaking me out.
I cannot -believe it, we entered
Billboard at 161 after a week.
INDY: Where do you see
yourselves a couple of years down
the roadl

BM.: That's a hard question to
answer, but I can definitely see
myself doing M.O.D. for the next
three or four years with these guys
because there is a lot of expansion
with the music still to go. I can see
us being as huge as any other
band.

in music. It's going to open up a

lot of doors for a lot of the kids. It's

MICHAEL CHRlST()PHER PETER STEPHEN
BOYLE
ILOYD
RJRST
KEATON

CONGRATULATIONS
SENIOR CLASS!
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Are you ready for the real world ?

If not, call us.
A professional appearance can give you
the winning edge.
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Spring Break in
Suburbia: Awesome!
By Dave Januzzi
As Friday morning approached
spontaneously as usual, my ultimate
destiny was to complete a Bio
1000 Lab; for the next 1 0 days
would bring what I call "Spring
Break "89"-my first collegiate spring
outing. To my knowledge, there
would be no car rally in Daytona
Beach, no beach parties and
gorgeous bodies to lust over in
L.A.--but a fun-filled journey into
the unknown in my hometown,
Hillsborough, N.J.-10 minutes from
Princeton.
Well, for starters I kinda was
made to work (backlog in taxes) at
a nearby "Super Shop-Rite" that
happens to be the biggest grossing
store in the state. This was as
much fun as getting your dog to
play dead. I mean, just how many
irate customers can one take without
punching a hole into the register?
And the money-hungry scoundrels
(aka-managers) wince at the slightest
downfall of sales ... "What do you
mean we're down from $15,000
an hour to $14,400lll@#@" You
get the picture. OK, and how many
cases can you lob from 1 0 paces in
your favorite store without anyone

noticing? Without getting thrown
out? Thoughtitwouldn'tbemany.
Speaking of getting thrown out,

switching from movie to movie in
a crowded theater isn't a good
idea ,either. Just ask the Bridgewater
Commons Movie Officials, who
were gracious enough to show us
the door four hours later. Did they
really mean it when they said,
"Come here again and I'll have the
cops on your ...•

Loc's tune that sparked it, who
knows?
And the food couldn 'tbebetter.
The usual cholesterol-infected
burgers, pizza, and roastbeef
sandwhiches were washed down
with ice-cream 'n beer floats (Don't
. ask). And sometimes if we were
really in a wild mood we'd eat at
home.
All in all, though, I kind of look
on the bright side. If you spent just
one more day in that blistering
sun, you'd be a baked potato ...
and you ·d go good with you rfriend
the lobster.
But you know, it really doesn 't
matter where you spend your
vacation-it's what you do with it-that 's what's important.
Besides, the sun is the same
anywhere down the coast, so ..... if
you think you had fun- and if you
ever are desperate enough to go-TRY SPRING BREAK IN HILLSBOROUGH. And be sure to stop
by ShopRite so I can double-scan
all your precious groceries. See
you next year.
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ETC.=
By Christopher Burns
Trivia:

Whose ears wiggled as a
prediction of danger in the cartoon
series ,"Josie and the Pussycats?"
What if....

You walk up to a bar desiring
only a beer and a complete stranger
taps you on the shoulder and asks, ·
"Excuse me. Would you like to go
out to the parking lot and F___ ?"
How would you respond?
Definition of the Week:

Barfly:
1. Someone who propositions
strangers in bars as a hobby.
2. The person who takes up the
offer.
Joke of the Week:

The maintenance schedule that
won'tallowthe air conditioning in
Hutchinson to be turned on until
May 15th!

Quote of the Week:
Two Indy staffers were riding
home from the shore in the back
seat of my Spectrum during spring
break. While slapping her boyfriend,
Chris yelled, "Get away from me
you pig!"
To this Chip responded, "Where
do want me to go?"

Sigma Theta Chi
vs.
, Sigma Beta Tau
Charity Football Game
to support the
Bridgewater Leukemia
Association
Sunday, April 16th
1:00 P.M.
Main Football Field
Students $1.00
Non-Students $2.00

Help us support a good cause!
Refreshments for sale

,, Mom says the

house~ istit the
same without me,
even though its
alot cleaner.,,

Well, there were the stereotypical
parties ... where
a
congregation of about 60-1 00+
people show up and before you
get to your second cup of brew the
SWAT teams move in. And they're
surrounding the place with lights
and maybe a copter or two trying
to break it up casually, or until
they getaround to reading rights or
something to that effect. WOOSH!!
Time to practice your 1,000 yard
dash to anywhere but there ...
(Yawn).
Yeah, this is the cool town of
Hillsborough mind you, the uppermid class neighborhood where there
are limited crimes and punishable
bad people( oh, no, two people
arrested for DWI on Saturday
night...) Yes, that is our worst
offense. No wonder the cops love
the aforementioned party scene.

The club scene had to be the
biggest laugh riot. On a recent
Friday it resulted in a free-for-all at
the Palladium when a cool fight
broke out on the upper level. Not
much resulted, just blood and the
eviction of a few nudniks. It must
have been the repetition of Tone-

Just because your Mom
is far away, doesn't mean
you can't be close. You can
still share the love and
laughter on AT&T Long
Distance Service.
It costs less than you
think to hear that she likes
the peace and quiet, but
she misses you. So go
ahead , give your Mom a
call. You can clean your
room later. Reach out and
touch someone~

WINNING
STRATEGIES
"WE GUARANTEE
YOU'LL BEAT
THE TEST"
SCORE IN THE TOP 20% ON
EVERY SECTION OR T AKE OUR
NEXT COURSE FREE

AT&T
The right choice.
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Los Angeles
$99 roundtrip

Phoenfr
$99 roundtrip

Denver
$99 round/rip

Chicago
$99 roundtrip

Seattle
$99 roundtrip

· Miami
$99 roundtrip

Aspecial offer for students,

only for American Express®
Cardmembers.
If you want to go places, it's time for the American
Express®Card.
Because now you can take advantage of new travel
privileges on Northwest Airlines onlyfor full-time
students who mrry the Amerie,an Express Card
Travel privileges that offer:
Two $99 roundtrip tickets-fly to many of
NORTI-IWEST the more than 180 cities served by NorthAl RLI NES
we~t in the contiguous 48 United States.
LOOK 10 us
Only one ticket may be used per sixmonth period.
SpecialQuarterly Northux:st Destination Disrounts
tbroughout1989-up to 25% off most available fares.
5,000 bonus miles in Northwest's WORLDPERKS®
free travel program-where only 20,000 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous 48 United States or Canada-upon
(o~

enrollment through this special student offer.'
And, of course, you'll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
The only requirement5 for privileged travel: you
must be a Cardmember, you must be a full-time student, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines
tickets with the Card.*
Grtting the Card is easier than ever because now
you can apply by phone.Just call 1-800-942-AMEX.
We'll take your application and begin to process it
right away. What's more, with our Automatic
Approval offers,
you can qualify now
while you're still in
school.
Apply now Fly later
-for less.

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX
*Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations. Fares are non-refundable and no itinerary changes may be
made after purchase. Seats at this fare are limited and may not be available when you call. Travel must be completed by certificate expiration date ana may not be available between
~ cities to which Northwest does not have direct connections or routings. City fuel tax surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2.50) , Chicago ($5.00) and Florida cities ($2.00).
SERVICES Certain blackout dates and other restrictions mayapply For complete offer details, call !-800-942-AMEX. Current student Cardmembers automatically receive two $99 vouchers in the
18
AnAmeocan E.,,.... _ _ , ,
mail. © 1989 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.
■
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ToT.G. - Youarehotl Do you have
a girlfriendl I have to know! Love,
Your Secret Admirer

ROSII- HAPPY ANNIVERSARY! It's
been the best two years of my life!
I hope we're always this happy
together! •Never Say Goodbye"!
~lways and Forever, Your Bear
I

Brothers of Sigma Theta Chi Thanks so much for your help. I'm
really sorry things turned out the
way they did, but I really appreciate
all your help! You guys are great!
Thanks again! Love, Deana (Delta

Sigma Pi)
Kim- Happy 8-dayl If you're good,
maybe I'll get you a card. love, D.
Kim - 1 Monthl Who would have
guessedl Let's shoot for 2. Love,

D.
Rob - Congratulations on your
promotion and this past month's
performance. Keep up the great
work. Raphael

Martha - Good job at Comedy
N ite. You deserve more thanx than
you got! A CCR Friend

•••CHECK IT OUP•• Gorgeous
guy in the Harley Shirt at Comedy
Nite - Can't get my mind off of
you . The Blonde you sat next to

Laurie & Kathy - I had a great time
in Florida with ya's. Too bad the
week went by so fast. "Hey babe me and you!" Good linelll Dee
Oh my God, I parked next to HIS
truck ••• Now that's the best, (only)
orgasm I ever had.

I thought this was between US, Lorraine, Diana, Sue, Maria and
not all your friends too. I almost Robin - Thanks so much for letting
gave them more credit than they us crash in Daytona with you! We
deserw. But they really can't think had an awesome time! Love, Lynn
and Christine
for themselves.
Lorraine and Diana - Thanks for

Traci-Sittingonthebeach holding
your hand as the sun rose on the
Atlantic horizon changed my life
forever. Thank you for a wonderful
spring break. Love, Chris

the drinks at 701 and Solid
Rock ...What is it? Just chug it!
Lynn and Christine

1- Stands for Insignificant

Sue-What's everyone's deal being
lame while we're all toasted? We'll
have to party again, maybe they'll
join us! Lynn and Christine

R-Stands for Repressive
0-Stands for Open
C-Stands for Cheap
Z-Stands for Zero
2-Stands for Two-Timer
8-lies too Many
Katerina - Glad I met you Thursday
night at the party. Really liked
your Red Porsche, was it really
yoursl Hope Linda or Maria gives
you this. See you in D.C. Matthew
Hi Katerina, Linda - How are my 2
favor ite party connoisseurs doingl
Ready to cruise D.C. in my Porsche?
Hope the men! Take it mellow--Until -- Maria
Hey-- We don't care what anyone
says, Iguanas are just plain UGLY!

To all the TAU Brothers, PEX,
Omega, and Nu Theta Sisters in
Daytona - Spring Break '89 was
out of control!

Lorraine, Diana and Sue - Wasn't
the Greyhound bus to Florida, THE
BUS TRIP FROM HELLI Lynn and
Christine

bunka, bunka!
Marcello - I am a 5 '8" female w ith
a red "MG". I love candlelight
dinners. When can we meet at
your father's restaurant? With Love,
Your Secret Admirer

To the girls who went on the D.C.
trip: •Ask not what you can do for

I wish I oould have went to Daytona
and come back with red blotchy
legs too! Nice Sunburn!

Carrie, Am, Melissa -1 don't think

Mark - Free drinks, 7-1Ol What a
walk home from the Beachcorrber,
huh? Then again, what walk? HAI
HAI I'm glad we had a great time!
I LOVE YOU! love Always, Allison
Terry - Thanks for being a real
friend about this whole thing - It
just goes to prove friendship and
sisterhood has true meaning! 1luv
ya Ter! Sheri
To the Washington Girls: Hey,
Smh, Smh, What's that smelllll
Oh, who did it nowl
Melissa- Remind us to never allow

Kim - Have a Happy Birthday.
You're the Best. Love, The Sisters
of Rho Sigma Chi
She drives me crazy ooh ,
ooh ...What 's the next line? 701

South
PEX Sisters - Thanks for making

Too much bunga, bunga makes
you say "Humina Humina• and
you may end up mi~using your

To the Sisters of Alpha Theta Pi Let'skicksomemajor,butatGreek
Olympics! We could do it again!
Love ya', Love & Sisterhood, Kim

me feel welcome! You guys a re
the best - 110\/e ya'. Let's go dreeking
-or we c ould just move in the
quad! We do live there! Love ya',

Kim (From Alpha Theta Pi, ha!ha!)
To all those who think that they
must be involved in Laurie and
Tony's life, do them a favor and
BUTTOUT! .

you to pack for yourself and you
leave first so you'll get there on
time and try not to get stuck...Carrie

Ann Marie - Always travel w ith
Pepto!l l Carrie
Danielle - I'm sorry for you know
what - but who's got the key, and
did you get a receipt Carrie
Egda, Stacey & Karen - We're
surround by GEEKS!
Michelle & Danielle - How do you
feel about trains now!!! (Hal Ha l
Ha!) Carrie
D. - We had a great Spring
Break.. Didn't wel Well at least we
were together! I love ya', KO

Student Org., but what Student
Org. can do for you.• Love, Danielle
you guys should have had Mexican.
Really, it's all right - I'll sleep on
the balcony. Love, Danielle

Egda - Do you always have men
jumping in front of you dancing
like Chippendale dancers? I hope
Georgetown survived the invasion
of Carrie, you and me! Love,
Danielle
Everyone who went on the D.C.
trip - Who has the key? What ti me
do we have to be there? Are we on
the right train? Geek alertlll Love,

Danielle
Jellybean - Where did you hide the
green onel Should I try to find it?
McGraw
* * * * * *
The Independent will refuse to run
Personals that specifically name any
individu a l(s) o r gro up(s) in a
derogato ry fa shi o n. The paper
disavows personals that do not
specifica lly name individ uals or
groups, a nd disclaims any responsibi lity for whatever inferences
readers make. No Personals with 35
words or more will be accepted. If
you would like to submit a personal, it must be dropped through
the slot in CC-119 by Friday 12
noon for t he following Thursday.
Along with the Personal should be:
25 cents per personals, author's

name and phone #. Without either
of these, the personal will not run.

Weekly Crossword Puzzle
Hi! I'm Johnny,
and I am one of the men of

CENTERFOLD
Come meet me
and other campus favorites at

RHO SIGMA CHI'S (PBX)
7th Annual
All Male Revue

ACROSS
1 Light, strong
wood
6 Get up
11 Boredom
12 Parent
14 For example:
abbr.
15 Fuel
17 Withered
18 Succor
20 Strainer
23 Noise
24 Projecting t ooth
26 Water numph
28 Latin
conjunction
29 Bar legally
31 Shooting stars
33 Nobleman
35 Trade for
money
36 Deem
unsuitable

This Thursday, April 6th in
Downs Hall .
Doors open at 8:30
$4.00 in advance; $5.00 at the door.

SEE YOU THERE!!!
COillGE PRESS SERVICE

39 Cowboy
competit ion
42 Exist s
43 Backless seat
45 Dispatched
46 Priest's
vestment
48 Go in
50 Cheer
51 Country of Asia
53 Bad
55 Coroner: abbr.
56 Moves about
furtively
59 Click beetle
61 Falls in drops
62 Repulse

DOWN
1 Starts
2 Paid notice
3 Brim
4 Petitions
5 With force
6 Forenoon

Last Week's Solution
EA L
0 RE

RA

A L O
PAR
7 Artificial
language
8 Possessive
pronoun
9 Lean-to

--+---+---+=-

__.____._~

I G
EE

10 Weirder
11 Plague
13 Leases
16 Athletic group
19 Tropical fruit : pl.
21 Contends
22 Diner
25 Urges on
27 Birthplace of
Apollo
30 Talk idly
32 More ancient
34 King of beasts
36 Faces of clocks
37 Land ·
surrounded
by water
38 Memorandum
40 Glossy paint
41 Additional
44 Prying device
47 South African \__
Dutchman
49 Irritate
52 Capuchin
monkey
54 Once around
track
57 Knights of
Pythias: abbr.
58 Steamship:
abbr.
60 Symbol for
tellurium
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SOPHOMORE - FRESHMAN
'SEMI-FORMAL"

AA Meeting
Every Tuesday at 1:40 p.m.
Call Hotline for location at

WHEN?
April 13th, 8:00 PM to 1:00 AM
WHERE?
The Palace Nightclub, Elizabeth
WHY?
· To have a rockin' time before
the year is over!!

527-2330 or 527-2360
Catholic Mass

$20/person covers 5 course buffet,
drinks, dessert, and
DJ entertainment ALL NIGHT

Every Sunday
7 p.m. Downs Hall

Sponsored by:
Catholic• Student Org.

Room B

The College Center Cafeteria will have a React to Management
Forum from 8-3 Today.
Let the Manager have your reactions and suggestions about the
Cafeteria. Help us to help you by talking with us and letting us know
what you like or don't like.
The input we get from you allows us to have better output to you.
Thanks.

Get your bids in Student Org!!!

ASSOCIATION OF INDIAN
STUDENTS
KEAN COLLEGE ·OF NJ
PRESENTS

CifiRBfi

Walt Barnfather, Manager

WITH SATELLITE GROUP (PHILADELPHIA)

Hispanic Festival
Lip Sync Contest Audition

COLLEGE CENTER (CAFETERIA)
ON

APRIL 15, 1989

When: April 6, 1989

Time: 8:00 P.M.
Place: Browsing Room

TIME OF EVENT: 8:00 PM · 2 AM
FOR INFORMATION CONTACT:

MEHAL
245-2232

VUAY
289-8425

SATISH
463-1997

FUNDED BY STIJDENT ORGANIZATION OF KEAN COLLEGE

Song must be 3 minutes long. For more info contact: ·•

Berkis Castro
289-4049

MAKING SENSE OF HISTORY
An In-Service Program
Friday, April 14, 1989

"Career Day" - April 7th
A special Kean College event, "Career Day," will be held in Downs Hall on Friday,
April 7, 1989, from 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Over 50 organizations from a variety of
fields including business, high technology, finance, retailing, education, government, health, and social service have agreed to send representatives to talk with
students about career possibilities and to provide information about their ogranizations. Representatives from many graduate schools in the area have also agreed to
attend in order to discuss graduate programs with interested students.
There will be no speeches or structured activities. Each organization will have an
assigned table and students can circulate freely and talk with representatives on a oneto-one basis. All Kean College students are invited to attend "Career Day," in order
to learn about professional job opportunities upon graduation, co-op programs,
temporary and/or summer jobs, and graduate programs. Students, especially seniors,
are encouraged to bring resumes.
"Career Day," is sponsored by the following Kean College Departments: Career
Services Center, Cooperative Education, Adult Advisory Services, and Exceptional
Educational Opportunities. For further information, call the Career Services Center
at 527-2040.

Presented by the History Department
and the
School of Liberal Arts
Kean College of New Jersey
Union , Ne~ Jersey
9 : 30 - - 10 : 00

-

Reg!a t ratlon In Downe Hall
Cofffffl and Danla h

10: 00 - - 10:30

-

Alumni Lou n ge
WELCOME
Pro(eoaor Lawrence H. Zimmer
History De partment Chairperson
REMARKS

Dean Mary F . Lewis , School of U beral Arts
PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Profe■■or Howard F . Didabury , Jr . ,
Prorram Orpnlzer
10: 30 - - 11 : 30

-

CONCURRENT SESSIONS (IA, IIA and IIIA--Downs Hall)

Sesalon

IA

-

"Why the Modem Scientific and lnduatrial
Revolutiona Did Not Occur In China" ( Part One )
Howard F. Dldabury, Jr . , Profes ■ or of Hiatory

Session

IIA

-

"Why the Modem Scientific and lndu1trlal Revolu tions
Did Not Occur In the Ott01Mn Empire" ( Par t One )
Jay L . Spauldin1, Aa1oclate Profn1or of History

SeHlon

IIIA

-

"Why the Modern Scientific and Industrial Revolutions
Did Not Occur In the Spanish Empire" ( Part One )
Orlando Edralra. ProfeHor, Forelcn Lancu•P•.
Utaraturea and Culturea Department

1 :00 pm

-

Gue■ t

11 : 45 --

REMARKS
~ Weiaa, Prealdent
Kean Collep of New Jersey

Guitar Day
Guitar Day, a day of learning and listening, will be held at Kean College.
This one-day festival in celebration of the classical guitar will take place on Saturday,
April 8, 1989.
All events will be held in the Little Theatre in the Colleg~ ~enter.
The schedule for Guitar Day will be:
11 a.m. - 1 p.m. - Masterclass: Jazz on the Classical Guitar--with Seth Himmelhoch,
professor of guitar at Kean.
2 p.m. to 5 p.m. - Masterclass: with Dr. Nicholas Goluses, noted classical guitarist
and head of the Guitar Department at the Manhattan School of Music.
7:00 to 7:50 p.m. Recital: with Kathleen Nester, flute; and Scott Wiley, guitar
8:00 to 8:50 p.m. - Recital: with Richard Jacobowski, guitar

Pruentatlon and Quntlon Period -J-100 Hutchlnaon Hall

ProfeHor Howard F . Dldabury, Jr.
"The CyclH of American Hiatory"
Arthur M. Schleainpr , Jr .,
Albert Schweitzer Profe ■■or of Humanities
City University of New York
-

Lunch in Downs Hall

1:.00

--

2 :00

2:00

--

3: 00

-

CONC URRENT SESSIONS (IB, 11B AN D IIIB-- Downs Hail)

Session

1B

,-

"Why the Modern Scientific and Indust rial Revolutions
Did Not Occur in China" ( Part Two )
Howard F. Dldabury , Jr. , Professor of History

Session

IIB

•

"Why the Modern Scientific and Industrial Revolutions
Did Not Occur in the Ottoman Empire" {Part Two)
Jay L. Spaulding, Aaaociate Professor of History

Session

111B

-

"Why the Modern Scientific and Industrial Revolutions
Did Not Occur In the Spanish Empire" (Part Two)
Orlando Edreira, Professor, Foreign Languages,
Literatures and Cultures Department
"

3:30

-

CONFERENCE PRESENTERS PANEL

3:00

--

CONFERENCE WRAP-UP

For further information, contact Seth Himmelhoch at (212)795-8140.
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---Campus lntramurals---CLASSIFIEDS·
--·
RISIARCH PIPERS.I
16,278 to choose from-all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

14RiNml
800-351-0222
:J 5
in Calif.1213\477-8226

Or, rush $2 .00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave . #206-SN , Los Angeles , CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

PART TIME JOB
Deliveries, shipping, office
cleanup, flexible hours. Must
work Saturdays, must have car,
must have references. 964.1536, ask for Camille.
CRUISE SHIPS JOBS
Now hiring Men and Women.
Summer and Career Opportunities. Excellent Pay, plus World
Travel. Hawaii, Bahamas, Caribbean, Etc. CALL NOW! (206)736-7000, Ext. 478C

SUMMER CAMP COUNS~~OR~. Contemporary NJ Grrl ~
Resident Camp seeks quahtied staff who enjoy children
and the outdoors. Specialists
I
,
a so needed: Gymnastics,
Mime, Karate, Drama, Video,
A&C., Dance, Sailing. Call
(201 }232-3236.

CAR FOR SALE!
1980 Pontiac LeMans Station
Wagon in good running condition. $450 or best offer. Call
233-8404.

WANTED!
Drivers for physically and
mentally handicapped and
elderly clients. Flexible work
schedule available. Transportation services run from 7 a.m.
BLIND STUDENT seeks some- to 1O p.m. daily. $6.32/hour.
one to read for her. Will pay be- Knowledge of Union County
tween four and five dollars per are_a pref erred. Call 486-6230
hour. If interested, call during between 1O and 3 PM to arthe day and ask for Siham at range an interview appointment
at Catholic Community Serv745-0349.
ices, Linden, New Jersey.

Lost Calculator???
Call Prof. Parker, Ext. 2495 or · PART TIME: Excellent salary,
Ext. 2238
Morris Avenue office, no typing. Flexible hours around dass
REASONABLE &
schedule. Call 687-9821 11 :00
CONVENIENT
am to 9:00 pm.
BEAUTY CARE!!!
Try my professional facials , Employment Opportunities
make-over and manicures. Available in the exciting field
Please call me at (201 }-276- of Automotive Retailing. Jus2387. Ask for Jodi or leave tus Buick, 880 Bloomfield Ave.,
message on machine of pre- West Caldwell. (201)-226-7878
1erred appointment and where
you want to meet.
BRAND NEW!!!
Men/Women's Black Leather
FOUND
Vest, Small $20.00 Ask for Lou.
Car Registration. If you can 741-4223
identify, call Dana at 355-7239.

HAVING A PARTY?
Call Muzik Nonstop for great
sounds at a reasonable price.
We will play your favorite dance,
Top 40, and rock tunes. D.J.
Helder Rebelo 997-8388

Looking for a fraternity,
sorority or student organization that would like to make
$500 - $1,000 for a one-week
on-campus marketing project.
Must be organized and hardworking. Call Corine or Jill at 1800-592-2121 .

FOUND

14k Name Charl. Call 233-2872 DON'T WORRY, BE HAPPY!
You can lose up to 30 lbs. in
after 6:00 p.m.
the next 30 days for Under
Women's Six-way fashion
sock in assorted colors. $5.95
a pair or 2 pair for $10.00. Call
Vincent, 744-4667.

19" GE Color TV
Purchased in 1982 for $359,
asking $125, Gall Tim 527-2277
between 9:00 a.m. -11 :00 a.m.
GET OFF FOR LESS!
Fly as courier - Huge savings
on major air1ines: Milan' Madrid/
Paris/ Rome/ Frankfurt/ Brussels/ Rio/ Santiago/ Buenos
Aires/ Mexico City/ Caracas/
Guatemala/ Hong Kong/
Sydney/ San Juan/ LA/ Bermuda/ israel & more! NONVOY AGER (212} -431-1616

LSAT
Dr. Blank teaches
8 session personalized
LSAT course. In-depth
analysis of question
types plus four full-length
LSATs. Advice.
Reasonable Cost.

Or. Blank 966 · 9054

IMPORTANT NOTICE
~IFEGUARDS NEEDED FOR SUMMER SESSION JUNE 26, 1989 TO
AUGUST 3, 1989 MONDAY THRU THURSDAY 12:00 NOON - 8:00 PM.
APPLICATIONS AVAil,ABLE NOW IN THE RECREATIONAL SPORTS
OFFICE, EAST CAMPUS, ROOM 122.

KARATE CLUB BEING HELD AT EAST CAMPUS
THE KARATE CLUB IS NOW MEETING
ON THE EAST CAMPUS, ROOM 129
TUESDAYS AND THURSDAYS
1:40 PM - 3:00 PM
7:30 PM - 9:00 PM
ANYONE FROM THE COLLEGE COMMUNITY MAY JOIN BRING YOUR
COLLEGE I.D., WEAR COMFORT ABLE CLOTHES, AND ENJOY!

NEW AEROBICS CLASSES!
There have been two new classes added to the schedule:
Monday/Wednesday
Tuesday/Thursday
Advanced
Advanced
7:00 PM - 8:00 PM
6:00 PM - 7:00 PM
BENCH-A-THON '89
Open to all Kean College Students, Faculty/Staff and Administration. Your best life in the bench
press and a completed pledge sheet will help raise money for new weight room equipment. Tshirts will be given to all contestants and plaques and a trophy to finalists. Details available at
Recreation Office, East C::ampus. Support Kean college, Come lift!

Tuesday, April 11 , 1989
1:40 - 3:05 (College Hour)
East Campus Weight Room

Weight Room Tour and Instruction
Now available to all Kean College students, faculty /staff and admi"istration -personalized, oneto-one instruction on weight training, body building, nutrition, weight loss and weight gain. Instruction is given on Wednesdays between 3:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. only and you must sign up
for an appointment. Call the recreation office at 527-2229 or stop by the East Campus, Room
122.

$35.
DOCTOR RECOMMENDED
100% GUARANTEED
Enjoy your days in fine shape.
If you don't need to lose weight,
someone you love does. Call
now (201 }-354-9565 or 3547919

Notice of East Campus Facility closings .
The weight room and gymnasiums will be closed on the following day - Sunday, April 30th. The
entire East Campus facility (pool, weight room and gym) will be closed on Saturday, April 15th
and Saturday, April 22nd.

EAST

WORD PROCESSING
Term papers, theses, resumes,
cover letters, etc. Jet-quality
printing. FREE pickup/delivery.
Word processing training. Call
for student discount! Imprint
Word Processing. (201 }-7630484.

For Sale
Beautiful red TIA, 1984, 45,000
miles, "T" Top, Benzie box,
loaded. See Pat in the Freshman Center.

Twenty-Minutes For $5.00

CAMPUS

( OLD PI NGRY SCl!CX)L) FACILITIES ONLY

DAY

ACTIVITY

PLACE

TIME

SENIOR CITIZEN STUDENTS OOLY

TUES/WED/THURS

10:00 A.M. - 12:00 OCQl

FACULTY/STAFF ONLY

=AY-FRIDAY

12:00 P.M. -

2:00 P.M •

. E.C. POOL

OPEN RECREATIONAL SWIMMING**

=AY-THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY & SUNDAY

2:00 P.M. 2:00 P.M. 10:00 A.M, -

8:00 P.M.
4:00 P.M.
2 :00 P.M.

E.C. !'COL
E.C. POOL
E.C. !'COL

**PLEASE NOTE:

E.C. POOL

EAST CAMPUS POOL IS CLOSED EVERY TUES. & THURS. 5:30-6:30 P.M. FOR AQUATIC AEROBICS CLASSES

WEIGHT ROOM

----

MONDAY-THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY & SUNDAY

11:00 A .M. 11:00 A.M . 10:00 A.M. -

8:30 P.M.
4:00 P.M.
2 :00 P.M.

E.C. WEIGHT RM.
E.C. WEIGHT RM.
E.C. WEIGHT RM.

OPEN GYM HOURS
---

=AY-THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY & SUNDAY

12:00 P.M. 12:00 P.M. 10:00 A.M. -

8:30 P.M.
4:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.

E.C. GYMNASIUM
E.C. GYMNASIUM
E.C. GYfol,IASIUM

KARATE CLUB
---

TUESDAY & THURSDAY

1:30 P.M. 7:00 P.M. -

3:00 P.M.
9:00 P.M.

E.C. RM. 129
E.C. RM. 129

(No, its not what you're think=AY & WEDNESDAY
BEGINNER/INTERMEDIATE
5:00 P.M. 6:00 P.M.
E.C. RM. 129
ing). Needed male students for
INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED
Thesis Questinaire regarding
6:00 P.M. 7:00 P.M.
E.C. RM. 129
INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED
Father Absence and success.
7:00 P.M. 8:00 P .M .
E.C. RM. 129
Call Paul Klein at 463-0242.
TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED
Needed your help. Male stu5:00 P.M. 6:00 P.M.
E.C. RM. 129
dents (Ages 18-30} from sepaADVANCED
6:00 P.M. 7:00 P.M.
rated, divorce, or father-absent .
AQUATIC AEROBICS
family.
Short
questionaire
to
.
5:30
P.M.
6:30
E.C.
be answered.
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_P.M,
__
_POOL
_ _ _ _ _ __.
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Fitness Forum
By Richard Leach
Welcome back to Kean College!
I hope that your spring break was
relaxing and stress free. For those
you with a Florida ·sunburn you
can try a little PABA cream or Aloe
vera gel). One half of the semester
down, one half to go. For the past
several weeks I've been discussing
the nutritional aspects of fitness.
• Vitamins, amino acids, and fiber
are all important and require special
consideration, however you really
need to develop a proper exercise
program if you're going to slim
down for the Jersey shore or beef
up for the posing platform. I've
been working in the East Campus

factor to consider is the manner in
which you perform your
movements, form. Be careful to
use a weight you can handle without
exaggerating the actual movement
I once witnessed a 200+ pound
man render himself completely
immobile while curling using too
much weight. As a result he threw
out his lower back. Pain, pain, and
more pain. Exercise is supposed to
make you feel good and put you in
a sense of euphoria, not traction.
First we have to clear up a
couple of misconceptions. Lifting
weights for a month or two does
not automatically turn you into an
Arnold Schwarzenegger, although
there are a lot of people who wish
this to be true. Women have a
much harder time gaining muscle
mass than their male counterparts.
Yet women can achieve a great
amount of muscle tone and shape
to their physiques with a good
program. And if you stop lifting
and working out your muscles don't
turn to fat, they atrophy or shrink.
If you've ever had a leg or an arm
in a cast for 5 or 6 weeks then it's
likely that you've witnessed muscle
atrophy to a greater extent; that
same arm or leg is now much
smal !er and weaker when it comes
out of the cast.
When you exercise a particular
muscle group, you should feel those
muscles flexing and doing the work.

gym for the past year and a half
and I've noticed quite a lot of
misinformation and consequently
a lot of wasted time and energy.
Common sense and reality
should be your main guidelines in
executing your exercises. if you've
been dormant for the winter months
you should come back slow and
easy. Stretching before and after
exercise wi II not only help prevent
injuries but also help your body
grow and repair itself. A lot of
people fail to realize the importance
of stretching; not only will it boost
your recuperation powers after a
workout but it also serves for a
good cool down. Another important

Here's abig tip fer~

who want to eBm more:
Red Lobster
lfyou·re working hard and enjoying it less. maybe you should be working
for tips.
We have hundreds and hund reds of sa ti sned customers. Who show their
gratitude daily.
• Waiters

Openings Ava ilable:
• Waitresses

We OITer:
• F'ull & Part-Time
· Flexible Hours
• Great Starting Salary
• 'training & Adva ncement
• Paid Vaca tions/
• Meal Discounts
Holidays
• ~ligihility For Group
• Pront Sharing/Savings Plan
Hea lth/ Dental Insurance
F'ind out what it feels like to work with th e hest. Apply in person
2-4 pm daily.

2520 U.S. Hwy. Route 22
Union. NJ

Equal Opportunity Employer

COLLEGE CENTER BOARD
PRESENTS
BATTLE OF THE BANDS
All contestants must meet eligibility requirements listed below:
1) At least one member of band or mangement must attend Kean
College.
2) Demo tapes must accompnay application and turned into CCB
no later than Monday, April 10.
3) Oemos must contain at least three (3) songs and at least two
(2) songs must be original.
4)Playing time at show will be a maximum of 30 minutes.
5) Judges to be announced.
6) Entrance fee of $20. will be required if chosen (Notification of
contestants will be announced Monday Nite,April 1O). Entrance
Fee is to be brought to the Battle.
LACK OF FEE WILL RESULT IN FORFEITURE

OF PLACE IN CONTEST.
7) At least three (3) songs are to be played during the contest,
consisting of a mandatory two (2) originals and one (1) cover.
Contestants will be judged on:
Audience Response
Marketability
Showmanship
Performance
1st Prize -$150. and a paid gig at spring picnic
2nd & 3rd Prizes - Cash Prizes
Please detach below and return to CCB Office, CC122

r--------------------,

NAMEOF
I
PROUP
I
f)ATEGORY (Type of Music Played)._ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,
NUMBEROFMEMBERS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-.1

(Continued on Page 16)

~ENTATIVE LIST OF SONGS TO BE PLAYED:

:

I

I

I

j
I

I

JOIN THE
INDY!
355-0174

De·d~
.ft!
:'Jii,)-

Lobster

I

fHONE NUMBER WHERE YOU CAN BE NOTIFIED:
I
-.--

i.~

I

I

I

_ L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ .J

CANRAILPASS

Unlimited train travel in Canada
for the unlimited imagination. ·
The romance
of train travel

There's never been a better ti me to see Canada by train.
Now, with VIA Rail's new Canrailpass, you can travel coast-to-coast or
by region for one great price. It's your
passport to seeing Canada in the most
affordable style.

Your vacation begins the moment
you board our trains. Friendly service,
freedom to move around and opportunities to meet other traveling adventurers like yourself. All these unique
qualities make the train a natural
cnoice . Don't forget to bring an address
book to record the names of the new
friends you'll make!

Unlimited mileage and
flexibility
The moment you own a Canrailpass
is the moment you own the country.
You may travef anywhere you want,
with as many stops as you want, when
you want. Canrailpass is designed for
the 'plan as you go' traveler. You can
even add days prior to your first departure.

VIA trains
cover the country
As Canada's passenger train network
VIA Rail has over 11 , I 00 miles of track.
Our trains stop in over 416 Canadian
communities. It's a rail network that
covers the country as only the train can

S

T

I

U

D

E

8DAYS

COASTTO -COAST

T

C

H

A

R

T

UP TO A MAXIMUM
15 DAYS
OF 15 EXTRA DAYS
,-$-2-03---- , $4 .25 / doy
UP TO A MAXIMUM
OF 7 EXTRA DAYS

MARITIME
EASTERN
WESTERN

$ 59.00
$135.00
$144.00

All pnces quoted ,n U.S. funds based on conversion from
Conod,on funds . Prices subtect to change due to
f!uctuot1ons 1n currency.

Canada's Passenger Train Network

N

-,N_/_A_ _ _ _
N/A
N/A

$4 .25 / doy
$4 .25 / doy
$4 .25 / doy

For complete details, call your travel
agent or VIA Rail in the following
states:
1 800 665-0200: AZ, CA, CO, IO, KS ,
LA, MS, MT, ND, NE, NM, NV, OK, OR,
SD, TX, UT, WA, WY.
1800361-3677:CT,NY, RI .
1800387-1144: AR, IA, IL, IN, Ml, MN,
MO,OH, WI.
1800561-3949: AL, DE, FL, GA, KY,
MA, MD, ME, NC, NH, NJ, PA, SC, TN ,
VA,VT,WV.
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Kean Netters Rebound From 0-2 Start
By Marc Schiman
For the first time in quite a
while, the Kean College men's
tennis team is looking at the
possibility of a solid won-loss
·, record, after having settled for less
than that in recent seasons. Having
started off the 1989 spring season
with an 0-2 start, the Cougars,
thanks to decisive wins over Staten
Island, Brooklyn College and
Yeshiva University, are now at 3-2
at the start of a busy, challenging

week.

In fact, the Cougars will be,
weather permitting, in action almost
every day this week (April 3-8).
John Jay, because of a postponement
with Kean on March 21 , was
scheduled to face the Cougars on
the road in a makeup on Monday
in Hillside. Following Tuesday's
regularly-scheduled match with
Rutgers-Camden, in will come
Wagner College for a visit this
Wednesday for a makeup of last

Cougar Wing-T Football Camp
Upcoming·
By Marc Schiman
The Kean College football
coaching staff will hold its second
annual Wing-T Football Camp
during the week of July 24-28 on
the grounds of the school's Union
campus, both for day and overnight
campers. Participants will be
grouped in either of two groups:
the junior division for boys in Grades
6-8, and the senior division for
boys in Grades 9-12.
The non-contact camp will cover
all basic offensive skills, as well as
certain techniques that deal
specifically with the Wing-T format
The fee for day campers will be
$125; the fee for overnight campers

Friday's washout The Cougars will
visit King's Pointon Thursday, and
after a day off on Friday, wi II pay a
visit to FDU-Madison.
That's five matches in six days.
Now that's what you call a hectic
week.

"This could really set us right,"
said Kean's second-year coach Bill
Prisco, whose team, if it can win
fouroffive, will better last season's
6-8 mark automatically. "If we come
out with three or four wins here,

and 4-1 at No. 1 doubles along
with Brian Erickson of Rutherford,
the team's other co-captain. Playing
the No. 3 singles position last
Wednesday, March 29, against
visiting Yeshiva, Grande helped
Kean to a 7-2 win by defeating Jeff
Greenwald, 6-2, 6-3.
Sylvester currently stands a
combined 6-2-2, including a 3-1
record at No. 6 singles, and 1-0
marks at both fifth singles and
second doubles.

Baseball Team Ousts St. Peter's 18-14

By Christine Krug
The baseball team, who enjoyed
a winning record of 6-4 in prewill be $250. The latter group will
season, had their first week of the
stay in spacious air-conditioned
regular season three quarters of
apartments onthe Union campus. the way washed out. The opening
''This is a great learning situation game was the bright spot of the
for linemen, regardless of the
week when the Cougars beat St.
offensive system you run," said Peters in a 18-14 offensively
camp director Drew Gibbs, who is dominated game. Games against
also the Kean football squad's . St. Thomas and Bloomfield were
offensive coordinator during the
postponed because of rain.
Fall months. 'We're looking forward
During their annual Florida trip,
to working with these campers, the Cougars won four of seven
and we feel they'll come away
with a better knowledge of the
game of football."
Both group and team discounts
, are available. Further information
By S. Riter
and/or a brochure is available by
contacting Gibbs at 527-2178.
Scoring goals is always
something that the Kean College
lacrosse team has manged to do
reasonably well, and such seems
to be the case so far in the early
stages of the 1989 season. Three
days after beating Widenor, 7-5,
to open the regular-season schedule,
constantly trying new exercises and the Cougars, behind five goals from
routines. This will help prevent Scott Moskowitz, enjoyed a 16-5
your body from adapting to the victory over visiting Manhattanville
same movements while keeping College of Purchase, N.Y. on
you fresh, energetic, and keep you
Saturday, March 18.
from getting bored.
Moskowitz, a sophomore attackInstruction is now available in
the East Campus weight room. If man from Edison who is .being
you need help getting started on a counted uponto help ease the loss
program you can cal I or stop by for of several of last year's leading
details. Next time we'll discuss scorers, had something of a field
specific exercises, body parts and day againstManhattanville, taking
exercise methods. Train, don't a total of eight shots on net that led
to his five goals and also an assist.
strain!

games. On March 20, the team
swept a doubleheader from Lowell
University. The Cougars came from
behind a two run deficit and earned
a 6-5 victory. Sophomore Jim
Parker received his first win ever
in collegiate ball. Glenn Ampania
singled home Juan Delgado to
highlight the inning and put the
Cougarsahead. SeniorTomWatts
went 3 for 3 in the contest.
Pitcher/OutfielderJim Wiewiorski showed an outstanding effort.
He owns a 3-0 pitching record and
led all Kean hitters with nine hits

in Florida and has a .350 batting
average.
Wiewiorski, Watts, and Joe
Carter all contributed highly in the
game against St. Peters.The team
combined for a total of 18 hits and
14 runs in the first three innings
including an 11-run burst in the
third.
The Cougars will face Staten
Island, Rutgers-Camden, Trenton,
and Montclair thisweek, weather
permitting. Tke Montclair game is
this Saturday and will be played at
home at 12:30.

Lax-Cats Open Season With Two Wins

Fitness F arum
(Continued from Page 15)
Weight training will become very
instinctive, you'll feel certain
exercise work for you while others
just don't cut the mustard. Let's
say that you're doing an exercise
for your chest but instead you feel
your arm muscles doing the work.
You're probably doing the exercise
incorrectly and you should seek
assistance of a trainer or instructor.
Starting a weight training program
involves a certain degree of
experimentation. You should be

it'll give us the confidence we
need in the really big matches.
And we're on a three-game winning
streak, which is good."
To date, Kean's top two players
have been junior Joe Grande of
Westfield, a team co-captain, and
junior Carl Sylvester of Union.
Grande, who went a combined
19-11 last season at first and second
singles, and first doubles, now owns
an overal I record of 8-2; 1-0 at
second singles, 3-1 atthird singles,

Having scored 10 goals in 19 games 198 career points is sti 11 a Kean
in a non-starting role last spring, record. ''This team has got the
Moskowitz now has six goals and potential to be better. We have a
two assists in his first two games, lot of key recruits who came in."
including a one-goal, one-assist
One of them is freshman
effort against Widener.
goaltender lames }ackson of Glen
The Kean record for most goals Cove, N.Y ., who received his first
in a single game is held by former collegiate
start
against
Cougar attackman Dan De- Manhattanville, and responded with
Benedetto, who rifled home nine nine saves and career victory No.
tallies in the 1986 season-opener, 1. Paul Kieltyka of Westfield, a
also against Widener.
returning sophomore goalie who
"We have a good team, there's took part in nine games as a
no question about it," said Kean's freshman last year, recorded the
veteran -- and only -- coach of 19 win against Widener in the opener
years, Hawley Waterman. 11 I think by coming up with a total of 10
we've got a better team this year, saves.
than we had last year. But whether ' While Waterman, Todd and
our record will be better remains Kean's other assistaatcoach, Mike
to be seen. The schedule is tougher." Cleary, are pleased with a 2-0
"I think it is better,• agreed third- start, all three point to this
year assistant Rusty Todd, another Wednesday's home match with
former standout attackman whose Mari st as a key test for the Cougars.

Women's Basketball Honors Keep Rolling In
By John T. Russell II/
Lady Cougars Basketball? If you
gotothisschool and haven't heard
about the team's impressive record,
go back to sleep. Now is the time
for those who have done wel I to
get their just recognition. At the
end of the season awards are given

out by the New Jersey Athletic
Conference and the New Jersey
Coaches for Basketball Association.
The East Coast Athletic Conference
also honors senior players,who have
performed well, by forming an allstar team. This team will be playing

this Sunday, April 9th, in the
D'Angola gym, 1 :00 pm; and it
will be coached by Rutgers
basketball coach Theresa Gretz.
Eleanor Wykpisz was awarded
a position, second team, with the
N.J .A.C. and second team with the

E.C.A.C. When asked about her
plans after graduation she stated
"My first priority is the pursuit of
money, I wish to become a certified
public accountant. I plan to stay
an active person, running,
calestenics, and some basketball.

~

Vcrmell Jacobs
Merry Beth Ryan
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Perhaps I will coach someday."
During the interview she stated
that she felt that the team's record
will continue to be impressive giving
credit to Rich Wilson and fans.
Merry Beth Ryan expressed joy
that the season was over, claiming
that she was overjoyed at all of her
free time. She was chosen for
second team by the N.J.A.C., and
first team with the E.C.A.C.
"It was fun while it lasted, after
graduation I may want to try
coaching and see if I can handle
it," she said. She was undecided as
to whether or not she would play
the E.C.A.C. Sunday game.
Vermel Jacobs, and men's
basketball's Herman Alston, were
. both awarded position~ of first team
with the N.J.C.B.A. Vermel was
also chosen for a position of first
team with the N.J.A.C. "It's great!
We went undefeated at the
conference, we deserved it," she
exclaimed. She is currently on the
track team, specializing in the long
jump; her record jump stands at 19
ft.llin.
The team as a whole was
awarded the honor as "team of the
year" by the N.J.C.B.A.

